
Modern Analyst 
Work�ow Course 

            Course Content

 Description       

Tools

This course aims to give the participants a hands-

on introduction into the workflow through a 

combination of presentations and assignments 

that are to be solved at the course.

You will learn about multiple tools and how 

to utilize them eff iciently. 

You will also be exposed to a variety of 

techniques and methodologies that will be 

the framework for your new workflow.

Even though you know these tools, the 

synergies they have together is where the 

magic happens.

Workflow Framework

As a professional analyst or a higher educated 

student, we expect the attendees to have analytical 

skills. Basic analytical theory will not be taught.

There are software that will be used. It will be a big 

advantage to have it installed before the course.

Ivin International will gladly assist with the 

installation in the days prior to the course. Just reach 

out at mhe@ivin-int.com and we will f ind a 

timeslot that f its.

The tools required 

installed are:

- Git                   |         https://git-scm.com/downloads      

- PowerBi Desktop      |     Windows App Store or https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/downloads/ 

- R                       |         https://www.r-project.org/            

- PowerBI          |         Windows App Store or https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/get-started/ 

- RStudio           |         https://rstudio.com/ 

- Git               - RStudio

- Github       - PowerBI

- R                  - R Shiny

- Extract, Transform & Load

- Analytical Coding 

 - How to code agile in teams 

 - How to solve ad hoc analytical tasks

- Documentation 

- Testing

- Visualization

    Requirements   

Account required

- GitHub       |     https://github.com

30 min    |     Introduction

45 min    |     ETL learning

This segment will cover how to elegantly extract data from SQL & NoSQL databases 

and prepare data for use through scripts.

30 min    |     ETL Assignment (hands-on training)

15 min     |     Break

45 min    |     Analytical Coding

This segment will show some normal analytical tasks in excel and how to convert 

that task into code.

45 min    |     Analytical Coding Assignment 1 (hands-on training)

30 min    |     Break

Course Schedule part I

60 min    |     Documentation & Testing Frameworks in Coding

30 min    |     Analytical Coding from ETL to analytical logic with         

documentation and testing embedded.

30 min    |     Analytical Coding Assignment II (hands-on 

training). This time with the combined workflow framework.

15 min     |     Break

45 min    |     Visualization options and tools.

This segment will go through the 4 main output types an analyst 

needs to be aware of and how to output the code results in them.

60 min    |     Completing the framework with a training session 

and assignment where the entire workflow from data to 

visualization will be challenged and trained.

Course Schedule part II


